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By: @finnmyrstad from the Norwegian Consumer Council  

Dude, where is #mydata? 

Consumer Bill of Rights 

The right to  

1. Safety 

2. Be informed 

3. Choose 

4. Be heard 

 

 

#mydata 
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#mydata 

1. Help me understand the rules  

2. Don’t change the rules behind my back  

3. Give me real choices 

4. Don’t snoop  

5. Don’t take liberties with my stuff  

6. Don’t over-share  

7. Let me move my stuff   

8. Don’t evict me or my stuff for no reason 

9. Let go of me  

10.Don’t forget to lock the door 

#mydata 
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We even tried to read the terms! 
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#cloudfail 2014 

 

“ […] you agree to follow and be 
bound by the Terms, which may be 
updated by Strava from time to 
time without notice to you. ” 
 
– Strava Terms of Service 
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By posting Content as part of the Service, you  

automatically grant to the Company, its affiliates,  

licensees and successors, an irrevocable, perpetual,  

non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, fully paid-up, 

worldwide right and license to (i) use, copy, store, perform, 

display, reproduce, record, play, adapt, modify and distribute 

the Content, (ii) prepare derivative works of the Content or 

incorporate the Content into other works, and (iii) grant 

and authorize sublicenses of the foregoing in any media  

now known or hereafter created.  

 

- Tinder Terms of Use 
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#mydata 

“Happn commits never to share your 
details with any other member or 
with any third party. Your e-mail 
address and your real identity are 
strictly confidential and will never  
be disclosed by Happn. ” 
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25 

“If you violate these Terms, we reserve  
the right to deactivate your account or 
terminate these Terms at our sole 
discretion, at any time and without 

notice or liability to you” 
 
Fitbit Terms of Service 
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#mydata 

«There is no way to delete  
a myGarmin or Garmin  
Connect account.» 
 
– Garmin FAQ 
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#mydata 

‐ «Keep track of your kids» 

‐ Companion apps 

‐ GPS tracking 

‐ Wearable phones 

 

29 

About the watches 
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The watches 

30 

Viksfjord  
(SeTracker) 

• False sense of security 

• Unacceptable terms 

• Lack of privacy 

 

31 

Watches promises peace of mind, but deliver:  
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32 

 

33 

  

Gator Tinitell 
Viksfjord/ 
SeTracker 

Xplora 

Protected from unauthorized account takeover         

Protected from location spoofing attack         

Protected from remote surveillance and 
unauthorized communications 

        

Protected from unauthorized access to 
personal data  

        

Secure backend communication         

Mobile app only asks for necessary permissions 19 10 22 20 

Secure local storage         
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• Three of the four watches that 

were tested were found to contain 

significant security flaws.  

• The flaws are not technically 

difficult to exploit  

• In two cases, the flaws allow a 

third party to surreptitiously take 

control over the watch. 

34 

Conclusion technical test 
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forbrukerradet.no/internet-of-things 

 

 


